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Event announcement - Solaris Lounge: Why Oracle DB 12c runs best on Oracle Systems
Next week an interesting event takes place in Vienna on October 16th, 2014: "Solaris Lounge: Why Oracle DB 12c runs
best on Oracle Systems". I will have two presentations there. The first one is "Why the Oracle Database runs best on
SPARC and Solaris" and "LiveDemo: Solaris 11.2 features: Kernel Zones, Unified Archives, SDN, puppet"
Just to cite from the invitation:
This event follows up on the success of the TechDay Vienna event series, this time with emphasis on Oracle Platform
advantages for the Oracle Database. We will focus on the practical implementations of the integration between the
Database and the Systems layers, discussing the technical background, providing detailed examples as well as live
demonstration of the mentioned technologies.
Learn through what methods the right systems and engineering methods can supercharge your environment, find out
what unique Oracle Database 12c technologies are available while running Oracle on Oracle, consider virtualization
management tools for your IaaS platform and hear customer case studies!You can view the agenda and the link to
register here.
Posted by Joerg Moellenkamp in English, Solaris at 17:48
Will you share presentation slides?
Anonymous on Oct 10 2014, 07:35
Vienna.. such a lovely place, also 'Livedemo'.. I'm sure you've got it all down, it'll be fine and I'm really jealous i can't go.
Kernel Zones, Unified Archives, SDN, puppet"... brilliant, it would be really great to put the slides up...please please.
I'm looking seriously at all things docker at the moment. It just all seems stone aged compared to zones. The killer feature for zones
(other than resource controls of course.. and migration) is the awesome networking options available under Solaris. Creating vnics
automatically as part of the zone config... thats thought out stuff right there. Now we have kernel zones.. and migration capabilities... it
would be really interesting to see the slides and also to hear the questions you get asked. I'm sure Oracle must be looking at Docker
with a confused look.. I know i am.
Anonymous on Oct 16 2014, 21:33
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